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Grade 4 week 3 lockdown 

 

Monday 13 April - Creative Writing  

 

Yo! 

 

Yo-yos are one of those crazes that keep coming back, like the tide! Have you ever played with 

one? Some of them come with instructions on all the moves, like this. 

 

Throw a Fast Spinner. Gently lower the spinning top to the floor and allow it to walk for a short 

distance in front of you. Do not have any slack in the string - until ready to make the yo-yo 

return to the hand. When the yo-yo starts to slow down, give the string a jerk and the yo-yo will 

whiz back into your hand. This trick is called ‘walk the dog.’ 

 

 
 

You might have noticed that I have highlighted all the verbs. You have watched someone play 

with a yo-yo. Write down as many other verbs as you can think of as you watch. 

● Always choose the verbs that  best describe the action. For example, you can’t say the 

yo-yo gallops through the air. 

● Also avoid using gets and goes, for example. The yo-yo gets up and goes off! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now, write your own Yo-Yo Pyramid Poem. 
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The poem is in the shape of a pyramid. You can also write an upside-down pyramid poem. You 

need to make sure you get the correct number of words on each line. 

 

Examples:  

 

                                                                    Dance 

                                                                  My yo-yo  

                                                                 Spin and turn 

                                                            Make the string burn 

 

 

 

 

The number of words are:                            One 

                                                                    Two      two  

                                                                 Three three three 

                                                               Four  four  four  four  

 

The upside-down pyramid:                The crazy, mad, spinning yo-yo (5 words) 

                                                                 Dangerously out of control.(4 words) 

                                                                   Faster and faster         (3 words) 

                                                                      Spinning around (2 words) 

                                                                           Stop!       (one word) 

 

1. Now,  write your own pyramid or up-side pyramid poem using your verbs and what you 

know about playing with a yo-yo. It must be fun, and have the right number of words in 

the right shape. Write your poems on a lined piece of paper or plain paper. Remember 

the date: 13 April and heading: My Pyramid Poem. You will stick them in your creative 

writing book on your return. 
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Tuesday 14 April Comprehension - Hopscotch

 
 

 

 

Answer the questions on What is a game? 

 

1. Each player has to have a unique marker. What does unique in this comprehension 

mean? Look it up in your dictionary.(1) 

______________________________________________________________________ 

2. Give the antonym or opposite word for the following words. Write the word with a dash 

then the opposite meaning eg black - white. (4) 

a) Fail -  

b) Start 

c) Back -  

d) Over - 

      3. Give a synonym ( a similar word) for the word toss. (1) __________________________ 

      4. Do you play Hopscotch? In your own words, and in at least four sentences, describe how 

to play Hopscotch. Pretend you are teaching a friend. Try not to copy what is written in the 

comprehension. Use your own words. (4)  

____________________________________________________________________________
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____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

5. Do you think this comprehension describes how to play Hopscotch in a clear and easy to 

understand way? Yes or No. _________ (1)  

 

Total 11 
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Wednesday 15 April - Spelling  

 

Here are your spelling words for the week. Learn their meaning and spelling and answer 

the questions that follow. The suffix is al and el. 

 

 Sight words, al/el, and academic vocabulary 

 

 1. bytes 

 2. extend  

 3. keyboard  

 4. monitor  

 5. vowel 

 6. portal                                                    

 7. tunnel  

 8. against 

 9. channel 

 10. numerical 

 11. fatal 

 12. oval 

 13. towel  

 14. chapel  

 15. tinsel  

 16. dispersal 

 17. compatible 

 18. pattern 

 19. sequence 

 20. determine  
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1. There are five vowels in the English Language. Write them down.(1) 

________________________________________________________________ 

2. List 2 words from the spelling list that have something to do with computers. (½ x 

2 = 1) ___________________________________________________________ 

3. Choose two words that end with the suffix el and explain their meaning. (2x1=2) 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

4. Draw an oval. Show me what shape it is. What item in your fridge looks like an 

oval? (½ x2=1)) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Fill in the missing words, using the spelling list. The Christmas tree was 

decorated with sparkly silver and gold  ___________________. The train 

disappeared into the dark and narrow  ______________________ . After a 

shower, I used a red fluffy _______________ to dry off. Please find the news 

___________________ on SABC. Look carefully for the 

____________________ in this game. Red follows blue, and it is repeated five 

times. Look for the correct sequence. (5) 

Total 10 
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Thursday 16 April - Grammar  

 

VERBS 

 

A verb can show an action. The tense of a verb tells us when the action will take place. 

A verb in the present tense tells us that something is happening now. Today, you have 

an ABC verb challenge. 

 

Can you write an action verb for each letter listed below? Time yourself. 1 - 2 minutes 

fantastic. 2 - 3 minutes good. 3-4 minutes good and 4- 5 minutes fair. Eg A attack. 

 

On your marks, get set, go ….. 

A _________________            I _____________________      H __________________ 

B _________________            J _____________________     S __________________ 

C _________________            K _____________________    T ___________________ 

D _________________            L _____________________     U __________________ 

E _________________            M _____________________    V __________________ 

F _________________            N _____________________    W __________________ 

G _________________            O _____________________    Y __________________ 

H _________________            P _____________________     Z __________________ 

 

Villain the verbs 

 

 
 

One word in each group is NOT a verb. Help Super Sleuth find the word that is NOT a 

verb and write it on the line. 

1. Run    red    kick    did    twist    _____________________________ 

2. Open  am    look    brown    leapt __________________________ 

3. Sing    laugh  was  read   early _____________________________ 

4. Smiled   being  five   do moved _____________________________ 

5. Been  slowly   fumble   write  nod ___________________________ 

6. Have toss bounce   us  wished _____________________________ 

7. Cooked  you  had  slam  were  _____________________________ 

8. Skinny  shall   loved  slept  is _______________________________ 

9. Would   gobbled   hoped  closet  picked ______________________ 
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10. Pencils  must   tapped  washed   fed _________________________ 

11. Are wondered wrote orange may ____________________________ 

12. Meat  meet  shake  hugged be ______________________________ 
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Today is your day to read. If you do not have the setwork book, here is something for 

you to read and think about. 

Friday 17 April - Reading  

Today you need to read for 45 minutes to an hour. If you are struggling to find 
something to read, read the following. 

Games that last 

 
Some games come and go, some stay around ‘forever.’ There are some games 

that have been played for generations, for example skipping. 

This skipping song is sung in Sesotho, English and isiZulu. Can you tell which 

part is Sesotho and which is isiZulu. Read the song out aloud. 

  

Antoni, ke bo mang bale? Antoni, ke bo Lettia 

Antoni, ba etsang mola? Antoni, ba tlola kgatsi. 

One!Mamlenze mamlenze 

Two! Mamlenze mamlenze 

Three! Out Side! 

 

Antoni, who is that? Antoni, that’s Lettia 

Antoni, what is she doing? Antoni, she is skipping. 

One! Mamlenze mamlenze 

Two! Mamlenze manlenze 

Three! You’re out! 

 

More games to play  

Imagine a world without Tamagotchis, marbles or cards and sticker packs. What would 
you play? Read the story to find out what some children did. 
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All the magic in the world by Wendy Hartmann 

Every Friday evening, Inathi, Thando, Abiel, Brooklyn and Ntombi played in the street or 
yard. 

If it had rained, they made mud on their feet and paraded past the chickens, making silly 
noises. 

If it was cold, they crowded around the roadworker’s drum to watch the orange flames 
lick at the damp air. Firelight painted them gold and warm. Sometimes they talked about 
Joseph, the odd-job man. Joseph always had a tin. 

“For my special things,” he told them. But they laughed. “Silly old Joseph,” they 
whispered, “picking up junk to keep in the tin.” 

One evening, Inathi, Thando and Brooklyn climbed the milkwood tree to hang like 
monkeys in the branches, and Abiel drew pictures in the sand. But Ntombi stood at the 
gate. 

Ntombi was teased because she stumbled on stairs and fell out of trees. Little Ntombi 
always tripped over her own feet.  

She twanged out music with a piece of broken wire, pulling it back and letting it go so 
that it hit the metal sign. 

She turned towards Joseph. He sat alone at the corner of his shop with his tin on his 
lap. Lena crept closer. He smiled at her. 

“It’s my special tin,” he said. “There’s nothing in it to spend or to eat. But …” And she sat 
down to listen. Out of the tin he pulled an old piece of string. It was twisted full of knots. 

“This was around a package,” he said, “and then it was thrown away.” He carefully 
undid all the knots and tied the two ends of the string together. “But look, it can make 
pictures.” 
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“A cup and saucer,” said Lena. “A house … Magic!” 

The others ran to see. Joseph took Lena’s hand. In it he placed a shell, pearly white and 
smooth. Its empty insides held the sound of the sea. They heard it whisper when they 
pressed the shell close to their ears. And when they shut their eyes tight, they could 
almost smell the salt on the waves. 

Then Joseph shook the tin. It made a mysterious sound. “Look,” he said, emptying a 
fistful of pull-tops onto the ground. Rings gleamed in the evening light and shiny 
tongues curled on the sand. 

He sent Abiel for a piece of flat wood and Inathi for a smooth round stone. Then he 
hammered and bent and hammered and bent, all the while telling his story. “I was lucky 
to find these.” He winked at Ntombi. “You know when they are all put together, they 
become a magic chain. And anyone who wears it” - he bent the last link - “becomes a 
princess.” 

Joseph got up and stood in front of Ntombi. He put the silver chain around her neck and 
bowed low. 

“Your Highness,” he said. 

Her Royal Highness Princess Ntombi curtsied. She smiled a princess’s smile and 
walked around Thando and Brooklyn, her arms outstretched, her head held high. The 
silver chain glittered around her neck and everyone saw how graceful she was. 

 

She danced a little dance like the wind across the wheat fields. 

“You have magic in that tin,” she whispered. 

“No, Ntombi,” said Joseph. “There is no magic in my tin. All the magic in the world is not 
found in tins.” 
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“Where is it found then?” the children asked. 

Joseph smiled. “You’ve seen the things - things I pick up here and there.” They nodded. 

“You saw the shell?” 

 

“Yes,” they said, “we heard the sea.” 

“You saw the pull-tops.” 

“Yes.”. 

“And you saw the princess.” 

Joseph shut the tin. 
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“So you tell me where the magic is found.”  

Have a lovely weekend 
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Memo - These are the answers to all your exercises. Mark with a red or green pen 
or any pen different to the colour you are writing with. 

Monday 13 April - Creative Writing 

Rubric for the up-side-down poem. Please keep this poem in your English folder and I 
will mark it when I get back to school. Please note I will mark according to the following: 

1. Does the poem have the right shape - 10 
2. Does the poem have the right number of words - 10 
3. What words have you chosen. Creativity? - 10  
4. Does the poem make sense? - 10 
5. Is the spelling correct? -10 

50 divided by 5 will give you a mark out of ten. 

Tuesday 14 April - Comprehension 

1. different(1) 
2. a) succeed. b) end/finish. c) front, d) under (4) 
3. Throw (1) 
4. Own words - 4 sentences (4) 
5. Yes or no (1) 

Total 11 

Wednesday 15 April - Spelling 

1. A E I O U (1) 
2. Keyboard monitor byte (any 2) 
3. Towel   tunnel channel tinsel vowel - appropriate sentences with any two. (2) 
4. Draw a shape like an egg. (1) 
5. Tinsel     tunnel    towel channel    pattern (5) 

Total 10 
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Thursday 16 April - Grammar 

1. Red 
2. Brown 
3. Early  
4. Five 
5. Slowly 
6. Us 
7. You 
8. Skinny 
9. Closet 
10. Pencils 
11. Orange 
12. Meat 

A - attack          I - insure            R - run 

B - bounce        J - jump              S - strike 

C - call              K - kneel             T - trample 

D - draw            L - love               U - unite  

E - elect             M - move           V - varnish 

F - fire                N - name             W - wack 

G - go                 O - obey              Y - yawn 

H - hide               P - pour              Z - zip 

 

Sometimes a verb can also be a noun. For example - name. I name you Pachante. Her 
name is Pachante. The verb in the second sentence is IS and the noun is NAME. 
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Friday 17 April - Reading  

 

I hope you enjoyed reading whatever book you chose, or if you chose the story I copied for you. 

When we return you can tell me all the books you read during the holidays.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


